The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) monthly index is studied from 1825 till 2002 in order to identify the scaling ranges of its fluctuations upon different delay times and to find out whether or not it can be regarded as a 
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to establish a sound understanding for any scientific phenomenon, one has to record numerical data and from the latter to obtain laws which can be next derived theoretically from so called first principle models. The so called inverse model method, starting from raw data and using statistical analysis as a first step, is of great interest since it is model free. Some difficulty arises in particular in nonlinear dynamical systems because of the need to sort out noise from both chaos and deterministic components 1,2 .
Whence to extract meaningful model-free dynamical equations from chaotic-like data is an enormous challenge 3 . Practically one is often led to empirical relationships. This is often the case in the meteorology/climatology field where there is a widely mixed set of In order to quantify weather and climate events in Europe and report large-scale variability an index has been imagined 6 the so called North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (http : //www.ldeo.columbia.edu/NAO/; http : //www.met.rdg.ac.uk/cag/NAO/;
http : //www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/inf o/nao/;
http : //www − bprc.mps.ohio − state.edu/gpl/NAO/Naobibliography.htm). It is the normalized sea level pressure (SLP) difference between a station at Ponta Delgada,
Azores and one at Akureyri, Iceland.
Since about the mid-50's the NAO index was trending from negative to positive values, but is mostly positive since 1980, a variation attributed to global warming. It is thought 7 that the influence of slow changes in the ocean and in the greenhouse gases maybe picked up as the fundamental causes of a prolonged (upward) trend.
Until a few years ago, the NAO was not receiving intense attention 7 , because it was thought that its phase and amplitude were rather unpredictable, because both involve many (time and space) scales which are often intrinsic to chaotic behavior; see also It is a standard procedure that in order to reduce spurious noise effects, the study is performed on the integrated series (Fig.2) . Such values can be interpreted as mimicking the successive positions of a random walker 15 . The amplitude correlations should allow us below to understand the drift and diffusion process (as that of a walker).
B. The rescaled range analysis
Introduced by Hurst 14, 29 , the rescaled range analysis method computes a ratio R/S defined as follows. The time series X = {x t , t = 1, ..., N} is divided into l intervals of equal length n. In the k th box, (k = 1, ..., l), there are n elements,
is calculated as the deviation from the mean x
for m = 1, ..., n and in all k boxes and where
1 For completeness let us point out that early instrumental or paleoclimatic data can be used to extend the North Atlantic Oscillation index back to 1823 or even 1675 [25] [26] [27] [28] .
The average of the rescaled range in all boxes with an equal size n is next obtained and denoted by < R/S >. The above computation is then repeated for different values of n to provide a relationship between < R/S > and n, -which is expected to be a power law < R/S >≃ n H if some scaling range and law exist; H is called the Hurst exponent. If H = 0.5, the signal is uncorrelated (white noise); the "walk" is like a Brownian motion.
If f it,i (n), be the best linear fit to the data in the k th box. The detrended fluctuation function is next calculated, i.e. dropping the (n), φ
f it,i . The root mean square fluctuation is then given by
If the values of the time series are correlated, there is a power-law relationship between F (n) and n: F (n) ≃ n α . A departure from linearity on a log-log plot, and the existence of crossovers (hereby one occurs near 240 months, see 
D. The Fokker-Planck equation
In view of the above it is of interest to search whether these weak and persistent correlations can be found through the solution of a phenomenological evolution equation, like the Fokker-Planck equation 34 . Thus we focus on the variations ∆x of the elements of the NAO series and the more so on their distribution in time. In order to do so we follow the method of Friedrich et al. 35 and reproduce it almost in extenso here below, for the technique is not necessarily familiar to most readers.
ln order to characterize the statistics of NAO changes, increments ∆x 1 , ∆x 2 , ... for delay times ∆t 1 , ∆t 2 , ... at the same time t are considered. This leads to a set of p(∆x i , ∆t i ). Next the joint probability density functions are evaluated for various time delays ∆t 1 > ∆t 2 > ∆t 3 > ... directly from the given data set, e.g. p(∆x 1 , ∆t 1 ; ∆x 2 , ∆t 2 ).
Of course if two increments i.e. ∆x 1 and ∆x 2 are statistically independent, the joint pdf should factorize into a product of two probability density functions:
leading to an isotropic single hill landscape in the ∆x 1 , ∆x 2 plane.
A complete characterization of the statistical properties of the data set in general requires the evaluation of joint pdf's p N (∆x 1 ,∆t 1 ;...;∆x N ,∆t N ) depending on N variables (for arbitrarily large N). In the case of a Markov process (a process without memory but governed by probabilistic conditions), an important simplification arises: The N-point pdf p N is generated by the mere product of conditional probabilities p(∆x i+l , ∆t i+l |∆x i , ∆t i ) itself equal to p(∆x i+l , ∆t i+l ; ∆x i , ∆t i )/p(∆x i , ∆t i ) for i = 1, ..., N − 1. The conditional probability is given by the probability of finding ∆x i+1 values for fixed ∆x i . As a necessary condition of Markov processes, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation in its integral form
and should hold for any value of ∆t i , with ∆t 2 < ∆t i < ∆t 1 ; see Appendix A for a discussion in particular concerning large (and thus rare) events. As is well known, such a Chapman-Kolmogorov equation yields an evolution equation for the change of the conditional distribution functions p (∆x, ∆t|∆x 1 , ∆t 1 ) and p(∆x,∆t ) across the scales ∆t.
The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation when formulated in dif f erential form yields a master equation, which can take the form of a Fokker-P1anck equation [35] [36] [37] 24 . It is useful to use reduced time units, like τ = log 2 (16/∆t),
in terms of a drift D 
for different small ∆τ 's, such that for ∆τ → 0,
After calculating such moments from the conditional probabilities, we find (Fig. 5) From a careful analysis of the data based on the functional dependences of M (1) and (Fig. 5 (a-b) ), the following approximations hold true:
Notice the range of validity of the simple analytical forms, thus the limit found for what would be called 38 "extreme events" or "outliers". Also observe that except for the in-
2 , the strict equal sign being a request for indicating an absolute lack of intermittency in turbulence [39] [40] [41] [42] .
The FPE for the distribution function is known to be equivalent to a Langevin equation for the variable, i.e. ∆x here, within the Ito interpretation
where η(τ ) is a fluctuating δ-correlated force with Gaussian statistics, i.e.
). An interpretation of the analogy between these drif t and dif f usion coefficients and those usually employed in fluid mechanics is given in Appendix. It may be worthwhile to emphasize here that (i) a negative slope value for D It is readily remarkable that the pdf's are close to the Gaussian form in the interesting NAO (∆x) index range, -with some marginal deviation for the extreme (and rare) events.
E. Discussion
It is therefore confirmed that the NAO is a complex phenomenon which is almost
Markovian. This stresses the need to insert appropriate feedback mechanisms into any model evolution equation(s), with an appropriate (red) noise term. This has been recently discussed 4, 5, 43, 20 . Long-range fractionally integrated noise seems indeed to provide a better fit of the NAO SLP wintertime index over the period 1864 -1998 than does either stationary red noise or a non-stationary random walk 9 .
The persistence of the NAO index fluctuations, i.e. SLP fluctuations, is in agreement with the persistence of the sea surface temperature fluctuations at different sites in the North Atlantic as found by Monetti et al. 44 . Some reasons for the above can be found in studies based on circulation-like models 45 .
III. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the aims of this paper are twofold : (i) to search whether scaling ranges exist in the North Atlantic Oscillation pressure index ; (ii) to derive its FPE and check the validity of the Markovianity assumption. This allows one to examine different time scales on the same footing, -a fundamental need in geophysics 46 .
It is found that the lack of departure from a Gaussian process definitely is a new quality of the NAO index data set, -not perceptible with a rescaled range analysis, or a DFA, as done above, nor with spectral studies.
However, it seems that the actual NAO index is not very useful 3 . Thus one might have to request other measurements for better predictability of climate and weather in Europe and the Northern Hemisphere, e.g. at other locations. We might also suggest studies on "not-monthly-averaged" indices, -a monthly average being strangely unphysical in our
opinion.
Yet it is emphasized that the FPE provides the complete knowledge as to how the statistics of correlations in the index distribution change on different delay times. Since this includes an analysis in time t for a scalar ∆x, it seems that the findings could be implemented in atmospheric weather low dimensional vector − models 49, 50 . Further work in line with the above should be to relate the FPE to an analytical solution,e.g. 
where T is the bath temperature, η the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and a the diameter of the particle, such that the evolution of the particle is described as a function of time t
by < x 2 > = 2Dt, solution of the Langevin equation
where M is the mass of the particle and R(t) a random force with zero mean.
The Langevin equation is equivalent to the standard diffusion equation for a probability density dp(
for which the solution is a Gaussian
The FPE written in the main text contains an extra term to Eq. (14); let it be rewritten here as
from which the mean < x > and the variance < σ 2 > can be defined as usual. Keeping only the linear term in D (1) , with a coefficient D
1 and the independent D
0 and quadratic
2 terms in D (2) , from Eq. (9), one easily obtains the evolution of the "particle" as
1 +D
2 )t
and a similar equation for the variance, but also containing D
0 , from which one observes that D (1) and D (2) are true drift and diffusion coefficients. Note the time scale given by the inverse of D (1) and D (2) , i.e., about 1 month.
Knowing that ∆x is the NAO index, a difference in pressure, (∆P ) we can roughly rewrite the "official" diffusion coefficient, Eq.(12), as
and "interpret it", suggesting that in further and more precise work, one could develop a model relating the changes in pressure (between Iceland and the Azores) with a temperature field (in principle a temperature gradient, rather than the mean temperature of the bath).
No need to say that the solution of a Brownian particle in a (rotating) bath under a temperature gradient and with a noise force term is indeed what a good weather model is (or should be). . The case ∆t = 400 months is also "shown" for comparison
